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Abstract

Background:Odontogenic sinusitis affects a significant proportion of patients with paranasal sinus infections. Nevertheless,

no shared diagnostic criteria for this condition have yet been implemented and published studies differ in their definition

of the disease.

Objective: The present systematic review of the literature was undertaken to characterize and analyze the different

diagnostic criteria currently employed for odontogenic sinusitis.

Methods: Systematic searches for studies published between 2009 and 2019 were performed in Medline, Embase, Web of

Science, Cochrane Library, and ClinicalTrials.gov databases. Search criteria were designed to identify all studies focusing,

even partially, on odontogenic sinusitis. Human original studies except single case reports published in the English, French,

German, Spanish, or Italian language were included. We removed duplicate abstracts and conducted full-text reads, data

extraction, and quality assessment procedures (using the Oxford Centre for Evidence-based Medicine levels of evidence and

National Heart Lung and Blood Institute Study Quality Assessment Tools). We reviewed articles for diagnostic criteria, both

in terms of definition and etiology identification.

Results: Among 1,000 unique citations, 63 studies were deemed eligible. Most articles (n¼ 45) were retrospective case

series; a single randomized clinical trial was available. Only 49 studies reported diagnostic criteria, yet relied marginally on

published guidelines (n¼ 10 articles) for identifying sinusitis, often choosing instead to develop their own clinical (n¼ 15

articles), endoscopic (n¼ 12 articles), and/or radiologic (n¼ 30 articles) criteria. For odontogenic focus identification, 14

papers required a multidisciplinary evaluation, 11 papers required a time relationship between dental procedures and

sinusitis, 24 papers required oroscopy and/or dental evaluation, and 53 papers required computed tomography.

Conclusions: Current diagnostic criteria for odontogenic sinusitis are extremely heterogeneous. Establishing shared diag-

nostic criteria aimed at defining both sinusitis and related odontogenic foci would spur collaboration between investigators

and support more comprehensive outcomes evaluations together with a better understanding of treatment options.
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Introduction

In an outrageously famous Italian B-movie, Attila the

Hun is questioned by a local savant on the distance

between Earth and the moon. The uncultivated barbar-

ian replies elusively “It is a common knowledge. I know

it, you know it—why should we tell each other?.”1

Odontogenic sinusitis (OS), a disease first described in

the scientific literature in 1943,2 seems blighted by the

same “common knowledge” syndrome. Despite a con-

stant number of studies being published on this topic,

the disease not only lacks shared diagnostic criteria but

also is often featured in research where patients are diag-

nosed without meeting any specific criterion.
These data are even more striking if one takes into

account that the definition of rhinosinusitis (RS), a dis-

ease diagnosed annually in 12% of the United States

population,3 required consensual codification so as to

reduce heterogeneity in studies. The American

Academy of Otolaryngology—Head and Neck Surgery

(AAOHNS) clinical practice guideline for adult sinusitis,

last updated in 20154; the International Consensus

Statement on Allergy and Rhinology: Rhinosinusitis

(ICAR:RS), published in 20155; and the recently

updated European Position Paper on Rhinosinusitis

and Nasal Polyps (EPOS), updated in 2020,6 all consti-

tute solid references for diagnosis and management. The

current EPOS also recognizes odontogenic sources as a

possible cause of acute RS or secondary RS, though it

doesn’t provide differentiated diagnostic and manage-

ment pathways for OS.
Moreover, the research on OS suffers from abrupt

shifts in terminology (e.g., from the more common clas-

sification of OS or odontogenic maxillary sinusitis to

more complex definitions such as sinonasal complica-

tions of dental disease and treatment7 or neologisms

such as somatogenic sinusitis8) Even worse, OS has pro-

gressively over time become an umbrella term that dif-

ferent authors have adopted to designate protean

sinonasal inflammatory conditions, which may be

induced not only by dental disease but also by dental

procedures, common implantological procedures, or

maxillary sinus augmentations, thus going beyond the

etymological definition of “odontogenic” (i.e., deriving

from teeth).
OS is, at present, considered different from RS based

on an etiological, microbiological, and management

standpoint9 and the failure to recognize it may jeopar-

dize the outcome of conventional RS therapies.10

Reported statistics suggest that OS may affect 5% of

patients undergoing a head computed tomography

(CT) scan for any reason11 and influence as much as

75% of cases of unilateral maxillary sinusitis,12 so it is

understandable that the lack of diagnostic criteria leaves

a significant population devoid of a correct diagnosis
and, most probably, necessary therapy.

Separately, a lack of widespread systematization
leaves, at present, study outcomes almost incomparable
to one another and undermines chances to perform valid
trials.

Following these considerations, we conducted a sys-
tematic review of the recent literature, focusing on the
diagnosis of OS, its terminology, and its differential
diagnosis with RS. The questions that guided this
study were: how is OS defined in clinical studies, is it
possible to identify common diagnostic criteria, and
which scenarios are commonly associated with OS?

Methods

This review was registered in the international prospec-
tive register of systematic reviews (PROSPERO) (No.
CRD42020163072) and the review protocol has been
made publicly available https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/
Prospero/Display_Record.php?ID=CRD42020163072.
. . . . .

Search Strategy

A systematic review was conducted between January 2
and April 5, 2020, according to the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses
(PRISMA) reporting guidelines13 (see, also, the
PRISMA checklist provided as Supplementary
Electronic Material). We conducted systematic electron-
ic searches for studies in the English, Italian, German,
French or Spanish language reporting original data
obtained from humans and published between January
2009 and December 2019 which focused entirely or
partly on OS.

On January 2, 2020, we searched the MEDLINE,
Embase, Web of Science, Cochrane Library, and
ClinicalTrials.gov databases for “sinusitis” and all
terms usually associated with OS. The details of our
full search strategies and the number of unique items
retrieved from each database are available in
Supplementary Table 1.

We included any study in which the whole patient
population, a study population group, and/or a results
patient group were explicitly diagnosed with sinonasal
conditions that the original study authors linked to OS.

We excluded meta-analyses, systematic and narrative
reviews, letters to the editor, and case reports. There was
no minimum study population size that included studies
were required to have. References from review articles
were checked for additional potentially relevant studies.

Abstracts and full texts were reviewed in duplicate by
different authors (C. R. and F. M. for abstracts and F.
A. and G. F. for full texts). To maximize the rate
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inclusivity in the early stages of the review, at the

abstract stage, we included all studies deemed eligible

by at least one rater. Then, at the full-text review

stage, disagreements were resolved by consensus

between raters.

PICO Criteria

The PICO criteria for the present review were as follows:

Patients: Patients with a potential diagnosis of OS.

Intervention: OS diagnostic process.

Comparison: No comparisons were made as no gold

standard for OS diagnosis is currently available.

Outcome: Use of different specific diagnostic criteria for

OS diagnosis (if any).

Data Extraction and Quality Assessment

For each included article, we recorded the number of OS

patients included and the overall population size. We

also collected information on the specific terminology

used to indicate OS and the specific etiologies included

or explicitly excluded in each article. Further, we

reported, where available, the criteria for differential

diagnosis between OS and RS (through this paper, we

will use the term RS, which is more widely accepted, to

define what many authors have defined as “rhinogenic”

sinusitis, in contrast with OS). We collected data on the

use of diagnostic criteria for OS and concerning which

criteria were used in each specific article, both in terms

of sinusitis identification (subdivided in rhinologic,

endoscopic, and radiologic sinonasal evaluations) and

odontogenic source identification (focusing on require-

ments of multidisciplinary evaluation, the temporal rela-

tionship between odontogenic focus and signs/symptoms

of sinusitis, oroscopy, and dental radiological

evaluation).
Selected studies were assessed for both quality and

methodological bias according to the National Heart,

Lung, and Blood Institute Study Quality Assessment

Tools (NHI-SQAT).14 Articles were rated in duplicate

by two authors (A. M. S. and F. A.) and disagreements

were resolved by consensus. Items were rated as good if

they fulfilled at least 80% of the items required by the

NHI-SQAT, fair if they fulfilled between 50% and 80%

of the items, and poor if they fulfilled less than 50% of

the items, respectively.
Also, the level of evidence was scored according to the

Oxford Centre for Evidence-based Medicine (OCEBM)

level of evidence guide.15

Due to the heterogeneity of data and owing to their

qualitative characteristics, a meta-analysis could not be

performed.

Results

Search Results

Among the 1,000 unique research items initially identi-

fied, a total of 225 articles were selected for full-text

evaluation, amongst which 63 relevant studies published

between January 2009 and December 2019 were retained

for further analysis (Supplementary Figure S1).
A single randomized clinical trial on this topic, albeit

not blinded, was found in the literature,16 while most

included studies were retrospective case series (n¼ 45

studies). One open registered clinical trial was found.17

Concerning the level of evidence, seven studies were

rated as level 2 studies according to the OCEBM scale,

eight studies were rated as level 3 studies, and the remain-

ing 47 studies were rated as level 4 studies. The ongoing

clinical trial was not rated. According to the NHI-SQAT,

18 articles were rated as good-, 38 articles were rated as

fair- and 6 articles were rated as poor-quality studies,

respectively. Most articles lacked ample information to

support the comparability of patients. As this review

didn’t focus on therapeutic outcomes, the degree of pub-

lication bias was considered negligible and all articles

were included in the present review independently of

their rating. Supplementary Table 2 reports the character-

istics of the included studies.

Use of Diagnostic Criteria and Terminology for OS

Forty-nine studies reported specific diagnostic

criteria7,10,16–62 and 14 studies did not report any diag-

nostic criteria (either original or referenced) for

OS.8,11,63–74 It should be noted that four articles10,21,31,39

were retrospective radiological analyses and provided

radiologic diagnostic criteria only. Figure 1 reports a

graphical analysis of the 63 included articles in terms

of their overall use of diagnostic criteria.

Figure 1. Pie chart reporting the use of diagnostic criteria in the
63 selected studies.
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The most used definition remains “odontogenic sinus-

itis” (n¼ 29 articles), followed by “odontogenic maxil-

lary sinusitis” (n¼ 16 articles). Six papers (albeit from

only three different study groups) used the more recent

classification “sinonasal complications of dental disease

and treatment.” Finally, just two papers23,29 proposed

the use of “rhinosinusitis” instead of “sinusitis.”

OS Etiologies and Differential Diagnosis With RS

A total of 16 papers did not specify which kind(s) of

etiology they had included for OS. A majority of the

included papers included dental diseases (DD), such as

periodontitis or periapical infections (n¼ 36 papers),

and OS following dental treatments (DT) such as extrac-

tions or failed endodontic treatments (n¼ 36 papers).

Twenty papers included OS related to dental implants

(DI), 12 papers included OS related to maxillary sinus

elevation (MSE), and three patients included OS related

to medication-related osteonecrosis of the jaw

(MRONJ).
Twenty-nine papers compared OS and RS; of these,

27 stated that the differential diagnosis among the two

conditions is based on the exclusion of underlying dental

causes. Among these 27 papers, a single paper stated

that OS should be excluded also in case of bilateral dis-

ease or primary ostiomeatal complex obstruction22 and

another one suggested excluding both dental causes and

sinonasal neoplasms.55

Analysis of Diagnostic Criteria

Among the 49 studies reporting diagnostic criteria, spe-

cific information on the seven evaluated parameters (i.e.,

rhinological evaluation, endoscopic evaluation, sino-

nasal radiology, requirements of multidisciplinary eval-

uation, temporal relationship between odontogenic

focus and signs/symptoms of sinusitis, oroscopy, and

dental radiological evaluation) are analytically reported

in Supplementary Table 3 and summarized in Tables 1

and 2. Figure 2 presents a graphical analysis for the 49

studies providing diagnostic criteria based on the afore-

mentioned seven evaluated parameters.
Notably, only the paper by Ly and Hellgren38 diag-

nosed OS according to all seven evaluated parameters.

Discussion

This systematic review included a total of 63 studies

involving 3,315 patients diagnosed with OS, allowing

for a comprehensive evaluation of the pertinent litera-

ture of the last decade. Most of the included studies were

of good or fair methodological quality, albeit marred by

a lack of prospectively collected data, which remains a

major issue.9

This systematic review revealed the existence of

extreme heterogeneity in choosing diagnostic criteria
for OS. First and foremost, while RS has garnered the

development of specific diagnostic criteria,4–6 OS

emerges as an ill-defined pathology. Interestingly, 14 of

63 articles included in this review failed to propose any

diagnostic criteria. Similarly, only four articles in this

review21,31,39,42 share the same criteria (which were
only radiological in nature).

An analysis of the present review data suggests that

there are two main aspects to deal with in making an OS

diagnosis: identifying sinusitis and identifying odonto-
genic foci. Regarding the former, the use of definitions

already accepted by international consensus would

appear to be a reasonable choice, yet this route appeared

severely underused, adopted in 10 of the 63 articles.

Given that both EPOS and AAOHNS guidelines require

specific symptoms for the diagnosis of RS,4,6 only sec-
ondarily supported by endoscopy and CT imaging, so

articles not reporting or investigating clinical features

might not provide a correct representation of the OS

population. As a result, we may hypothesize that OS is

overdiagnosed in articles or even in clinical practice,
leading both to unjustified medical and surgical treat-

ments and biased study results. Endoscopy, which

indeed helps in the identification of sinusitis, is even

less-frequently employed for diagnosing OS, probably

as an indirect result of the cross-specialty management

of this condition.
The routine use of standard or cone-beam CT

(CBCT) imaging in OS is more widespread, even more

than in RS (seven papers used imaging according to

international guidelines and another 36 routinely used
CT or CBCT). Such diffusion of radiological evaluation

could also be due to the frequent need for a dental radio-

logical evaluation in the same patient, which makes the

use of CT imaging cost-effective in identifying both

sinusitis and dental foci. Despite CT being a sensitive

tool for OS diagnosis,31 its specificity drops significantly
when it is used for making a diagnosis without any ref-

erence to the patient’s clinical presentation. Sinonasal

mucosal alterations are extremely common in proximity

to diseased teeth but do not necessarily imply the exis-

tence of sinonasal disease.11 In these regards, the wide-
spread use of the criteria suggested by Abrahams and

Glassberg,75 subsequently re-elaborated by Maillet

et al.,39 goes beyond what was originally proposed by

the authors. In fact, upon examining the original paper

from Abrahams and Glassberg, these authors never once
mention the term “sinusitis” throughout the entirety of

their study. As such, their indications can be useful in

examining the mucosal alterations linked to dental

pathology but cannot accurately represent the mainstay

of radiological OS diagnosis.
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The identification of dental foci for diagnosing OS

appears almost as varied. A specific analysis shows the

need for its systematization, as already summarized by

other authors.9 First and foremost, dental radiological

evaluation is advocated for by nearly all authors by

means of CT/CBCT scan (n¼ 53 papers), again often

referring to the works of Abrahams and Glassberg75

and Maillet et al.39 The need for further specific radio-

logical evaluations such as orthopantomography and

periapical radiographs, which convey different and com-

plementary information, should follow the indication of

the dental specialist and be determined on a case-by-case

basis.7,49 There are indeed some frequent scenarios such

as oroantral communications or DI dislodgements

where the use of CT imaging is enough to enable

localization of the problem, but endodontic and periap-
ical problems often require further exploration.57

While it may sound from the above as if a dental
evaluation would be pivotal in diagnosing OS, this
approach was surprisingly cited by less than half of the
studies included. Further, while dental evaluation may
have been implied in some studies, it is still advisable to
specify all evaluations performed, again so as to mini-
mize heterogeneity. The need for a multidisciplinary
evaluation, required only by 14 papers and most often
combining otolaryngology and dental specialists (wheth-
er dentists or maxillofacial surgeons), is a highly delicate
matter. It is indeed true that some specialists have thor-
ough knowledge of both sinonasal and dental problems
in terms of clinical and surgical management,9 yet we
cannot safely infer that these skills exist to an adequate
degree in all physicians. Therefore, to ensure a complete
OS patient evaluation, it would be advisable to perform
a multidisciplinary assessment, either by involving dif-
ferent specialists (e.g., rhinologist and dentist) or a single
specialist with adequate training in multiple areas. The
last feature we considered, i.e., a temporal link between
odontogenic focus and sinusitis symptoms—reported
only by 11 papers—is again often implied and consid-
ered self-evident but nevertheless important.

Given the importance of establishing shared criteria
in building a collective clinical knowledge base concern-
ing any disease and enabling the conduct of well-
constructed, comparable, and prospectively designed
studies with acceptable external validity, the persistent
lack of diagnostic criteria for OS is inexcusable.
Hypothetically, this might be rooted either in its multi-
disciplinarity in that different specialists approach the
same disease with different formae mentis, thus leaving
different footprints. Meanwhile, another explanation

Table 1. Summary of Diagnostic Criteria Provided in the Reviewed Articles Used for Identification of Sinusitis.

Broad Categories of Criteria Used for Sinusitis Identification (Reported in 49 Out of 63 Reviewed Studies),

Further Categorized in Rhinologic, Endoscopic and Radiologic Sinonasal Evaluation Criteria

Rhinological Clinical Evaluation

(Reported 25 Out of 49 Studies)

Nasal Endoscopy

(Reported in 21 Out of 49 Studies)

Sinonasal Radiological Evaluation

(Reported in 42 Out of 49 Studies)

Referencing international consensus

(10 out of 25 studies)

Referencing international consensus

(8 out of 21 studies)

Referencing international consensus

(7 out of 42 studies)

Reporting defined original clinical

evaluations (11 out of 25 studies)

Reporting defined endoscopic findings

(3 out of 21 studies)

Referencing other published literature

(6 out of 42 studies)

Reporting unspecified clinical

evaluations (4 out of 25 studies)

Reporting unspecified endoscopic findings

(10 out of 21 studies)

Reporting unspecified radiological evaluations

(1 out of 42 studies)

Reporting use of CT/CBCTwith detailed findings

(15 out of 42 studies)

Reporting use of CT/CBCTwithout

detailed findings

(13 out of 42 studies)

Abbreviations: CBCT, cone-beam computed tomography; CT, computed tomography.

Figure 2. Bar chart based on the 49 studies reporting diagnostic
criteria for odontogenic sinusitis indicating the number of articles
reporting specific use of criteria according to the 7 parameters
evaluated in the systematic review.
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may lie in the apparently more mechanistic pathophysi-
ological development of OS relative to RS, which has led
to a narrower interest in terms of basic research on OS.
Whereas research on RS endotypes and immune
responses thrive, along with experimental biological
therapy trials, OS is still explained as a consequence of
a dental problem that acts much like a Trojan horse by
allowing the oral microflora into the maxillary sinus48

and is a disease that can be successfully and easily
addressed with surgery. The lack of attention given to
the subject in the already mentioned international guide-
lines does not help in expanding the consciousness
regarding OS. While it is true that these guidelines are
aimed at RS and not OS, it is still striking that the
ICAR:RS and AAOHNS guidelines do not mention
OS as a differential etiology and/or diagnosis, while
the EPOS guidelines mention OS only briefly without
any indication of its diagnosis or management.

Our review also shows that the terminology issue that
revolves around OS follows the choice of etiologies con-
sidered valid for its diagnosis. When OS was first
described,2 it was somehow easy to define the condition
as arising from a diseased tooth, but the evolution of
dental science has led to better treatments, such as end-
odontics, rehabilitation tools (such as DI and MSE), and
insight into new pathologies (such as MRONJ). As a
consequence of this evolution, choosing which etiologies
to accept into the definition of OS and determining how
to define them remains a major issue, both in terms of

diagnosis and management. Our analysis shows that the
general trend is to accept all sinonasal conditions related
to teeth and maxillary alveolar bone and processes,
whether iatrogenic or not, under the umbrella of OS.
At present, given the lack of international consensus,
the choice of other, more complex terminologies, while
formally correct, makes the identification of studies and
patients more difficult. On the other hand, the specific
use of “maxillary” odontogenic sinusitis appears limited
in the context of a proven extra maxillary and often
bilateral sinonasal involvement.25,47,58 Given that differ-
ent OS etiologies represent extremely varied clinical sce-
narios, it would be advisable to formally state which
kind of dental foci are included in a study (e.g., dental
diseases, dental treatments, DI, or MSE and MRONJ).

The last feature we briefly explored in our review was
the differential diagnosis between RS and OS. Although
the viewpoint might be biased, having analyzed only lit-
erature pertaining to OS, 27 of 29 papers stated that the
differential diagnosis is based on the exclusion of dental
foci. Given that OS and RS are recognized as radically
different diseases,9,45,48 this point should be further
explored. Its passive acceptance would imply the need
for dental evaluation in all sinusitis patients.

Importantly, this systematic review has some limita-
tions, albeit intended, in its design. First of all, we
imposed a time restriction on our search to include
only articles that mirror the current clinical management
of OS. More specifically, the latest addition among

Table 2. Summary of Diagnostic Criteria Provided in the Reviewed Articles Used for Identification of the Dental Focus.

Broad Categories of Criteria Used for Dental Focus Identification (Reported in 49 Out of 63 Reviewed Studies),

Further Categorized: Need for Multidisciplinary Evaluation; Requirement of a Time Relationship Between Dental Problem and Sinusitis;

Need for Dental Evaluation/Oroscopy; and Need of Dental Imaging

Multidisciplinary Evaluation

(16 Out of 49 Studies)

Time Relationship Between

Dental Problem and Sinusitis

(13 Out of 49 Studies)

Dental Evaluation and

Oroscopy (26 Out of 49

Studies)

Dental Imaging (41 Out of 49

Studies)

Referencing other published

literature(1 out of 16

studies)

Referencing other published

literature (1 out of 13

studies)

Referencing other published

literature (1 out of 26

studies)

Referencing other published

literature (6 out of 49

studies)

Referencing patients’ dental

records (1 out of 16

studies)

Referencing patients’ dental

records (1 out of 13

studies)

Referencing patients’ dental

records (1 out of 26

studies)

Reporting use of CT/CBCT

(with or without other

imaging) with detailed

findings (20 out of 49

studies)

Reporting otolaryngologist

and dental specialists eval-

uation (13 out of 16

studies)

Requiring a clear time rela-

tionship (7 out of 13

studies)

Reporting detailed original

oroscopic findings (5 out of

26 studies)

Reporting use of CT/CBCT

(with or without other

imaging) with detailed

findings (14 out of 49

studies)

Reporting otolaryngologist

and radiologist evaluation

(1 out of 16 studies)

Reporting unspecified time

relationships (4 out of 13

studies)

Reporting unspecified oro-

scopic findings (19 out of

26 studies)

Reporting use of imaging

techniques other than CT/

CBCT (1 out of 49 studies)

Abbreviations: CBCT, cone-beam computed tomography; CT, computed tomography.
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currently employed diagnostic tools for OS is CBCT

(introduced to the United States market in 200176)

which was first used for OS diagnosis in 2010.77

Consequently, we extended our time frame to 2009 to

potentially include all relevant studies that might have

exploited currently available and routinely used techni-

ques. Therefore, our systematic review is not designed to

report diagnostic criteria for OS that may have been in

use before the introduction of CBCT. Nevertheless, no

included study cites pre-2009 diagnostic criteria other

than the one proposed by Abrahams and Glassberg.75

Furthermore, we chose to include into this review orig-

inal studies of all designs, not just prospective studies,

and designed our review to include even those not

reporting diagnostic criteria but instead simply focusing

on OS. At the expense of greater strength of our report,

we therefore aimed to provide a detailed description of
the current state of the pertinent literature. The last

major drawback of this systematic review was the impos-

sibility to restrict the search to articles dealing with the

validity of diagnostic tests and tools for OS, given that,

at present, no accepted gold standard for OS diagnosis is

available.
A comprehensive proposal for OS diagnostic criteria

would require the establishment of a formal expert con-

sensus. Based on the data enclosed in this review, it

seems reasonable that a solid proposal should take

into account both the need to correctly identify sinusitis

and the need to adequately define the dental focus trig-

gering the infection. At present, diagnostic criteria for

OS currently used in the literature are extremely hetero-

geneous, with heavy emphasis on radiological evalua-

tions, which raises calls for further calibration.

Establishing shared diagnostic criteria aimed at defining

both sinusitis and related odontogenic foci is the only

method for enabling collaboration between authors and

the comparison of outcomes. Standardizing reporting of

OS etiologies included in studies and choosing consistent

inclusion criteria would allow for future meta-analyses

and a better understanding of treatment options for OS.

Furthermore, better OS definitions would help in the

differential diagnosis with RS, which, at present, might

act as a major confounder for studies. In these regards, a

multidisciplinary effort going beyond the simple otolar-

yngological perspective would be pivotal.
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